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Target Date Funds TDFs: Due diligence is more than “set and forget” for plan sponsors



TDFs: Due diligence is more than “set and forget” for plan sponsors The recent DOL fact sheet on Target Date Funds (“Tips for ERISA Plan Fiduciaries”) helps plan fiduciaries to select and monitor TDFs and other investment options in 401(k) and similar participant-directed individual account plans. Although the fact sheet is helpful, it doesn’t necessarily provide plan sponsors with a set of criteria to consider in assessing their TDFs. You can use the following checklist to create a prudent process for selecting and reviewing TDFs. The sections are aligned with the DOL fact sheet, but provide more detail on how you can select and monitor your TDFs. The best way to use this checklist is in conjunction with the DOL fact sheet.



1. Develop a process for the selection of TDFs Determine the goals for including this option in your plan: □□ Is the 401(k) plan the only retirement plan for your employees? □□ Is it considered a benefit by them? □□ Do you want to be an asset gatherer or force lump sum distributions by a designated age? □□ Is the goal of the plan to provide retirement income? Or to supplement retirement income? □□ Will the TDFs be the QDIA? □□ How is your current fund line-up structured? What is the number and type of funds offered? Is there a tiered approach? Is there a clear strategy for the funds that are provided? What is the current usage of fund options? □□ Are your employees financially savvy? □□ Does the plan offer competing funds (Target Risk Funds, managed accounts)? □□ Does your plan have sufficient assets to negotiate a judicious investment expense? Once you determine the role of the TDFs in your plan, align it to your demographics. Things to consider include: □□ Employee age groups □□ Average working career and tenure □□ Salaries □□ Deferral and contribution rates □□ Employee turnover □□ How long participant defined contribution money stays in the plan □□ Leakage and withdrawals rates □□ Legacy defined benefit plan benefits □□ Normal retirement date for your employees □□ Plan design features such as auto-enrollment, auto-escalation, auto-invest provisions □□ Whether the TDFs use a “to” or a “through” strategy and how this aligns with your population
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□□ Your replacement ratio for retirement income for their participants (60%, 70%, 80%?) □□ The expected returns of the TDFs □□ Whether the asset size dictates using proprietary or custom TDFs Other considerations in the initial selection of a TDF series: □□ Fees and expenses □□ Active versus passive approach □□ Alignment of roll-down strategy and glide-path □□ Rebalancing procedures and timing □□ Asset classes in the TDFs — number and type, liquidity, transparency, volatility □□ The sub asset class diversification □□ Vendor/fund company support on disclosure and participant information □□ Performance of the fund series versus other TDFs □□ Form of investment vehicle – mutual fund, commingled fund, separate accounts? □□ Capital Market Assumptions used to generate the glide-path allocation and the expected returns - are they forward-looking or historical? How frequently are these updated?



2. Develop a process for periodic review of TDFs Review the goal of the TDFs in your 401(k) plan each year, and determine if there have been any significant changes such as: □□ Elimination of another retirement plan □□ Addition of another plan □□ Change in the employee population’s age, salary, general retirement dates □□ Corporate actions — merger, spin-off □□ Any reductions in force, or large influx of new employees □□ Changes to the QDIA □□ Changes in the fund line-up □□ Addition/deletion of competing options — balanced funds, managed accounts, another TDF option due to a merger
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Quarterly TDF performance review □□ Develop a peer group of TDFs for comparisons □□ Compare performance to a weighted index □□ Review the fees □□ Review the strategy and roll-down □□ Determine if and when the funds were rebalanced □□ Determine if there is any change in personnel □□ Ascertain if asset classes were added or deleted from the TDFs



3. Understand the glide-path and the investments Understand the underlining glide-path strategy for your TDFs, since the asset allocation is probably the most critical component of long-term performance for participants. Key points here include: □□ Overall glide-path philosophy: managing growth versus controlling volatility □□ Speed of transition over the TDF series □□ Asset classes added or reduced for each of the years □□ Risk/return expectations for each of the years □□ Equity exposure for each TDF (maximum and minimum) □□ Equity risk — is it managed by downscaling equity exposure and reducing return potential, or by broadening diversification? □□ Other asset classes included to enhance returns at each period □□ Timing of the reductions in higher risk asset classes □□ How portfolios have been tested for market stresses □□ How liquidity and inflation risks are addressed for years closer to retirement □□ How the glide-path affects participant outcomes □□ How participant risks are addressed



4. Review expenses and fees Both initially and for the on-going monitoring of the TDFs, review the fees and expenses associated with the funds, and benchmark these against similar funds to insure you’re not being overcharged. Consider: □□ The glide-path and whether the funds are “to” or “through” funds. “Through” funds typically have higher equity allocation, with higher management fees and expense ratios. □□ The types of asset classes included in the TDFs, for example, small cap and alternatives have higher expense ratios and management fees. □□ How the fund provider assesses the fees on the TDFs — is it a bundled fee? □□ How many underlying funds are involved, and are there fees for each? □□ Is the fee for the TDF weighted using a pro-rata weight of the underlying funds? □□ Is there a separate fee for the asset allocation? For rebalancing? □□ Are there separate fees for communication and disclosure notices? □□ Are there transaction fees? Sales loads? Withdrawal or transfer fees? □□ What is the investment vehicle: mutual fund, collective or commingled funds, or separate accounts? Collective funds are typically less expensive than mutual funds and separate accounts usually have a graduated management fee. □□ What class of mutual fund – retail or institutional? What is the expense ratio difference? □□ Is securities lending involved in the fund? Does any of the revenue from this offset the fee? □□ If the TDFs are separate accounts, is there an administrative fee on top of the management fee? □□ Is there any revenue sharing involved in the TDFs? What is it and how accounted for? 4



5. Evaluate proprietary versus custom TDFs Evaluate whether asset size dictates using proprietary or custom TDFs. Review this issue periodically as assets in the TDFs increase. Advantages of pre-packaged TDFs



Drawbacks of pre-packaged TDFs



• Bundled product



• Inappropriate risk management framework



• No need to select underlying funds/managers



• Lack of asset class diversification



• No need to rebalance funds



• Arbitrariness of the glide-path



• Name and brand recognition of mutual fund families



• Ignores plan participants’ complete risk profile • Can’t act on fiduciary oversight of underlying funds • Independent asset allocation versus self-dealing fund companies



Advantages of Custom TDFs



Disadvantages of Custom TDFs



• Incorporates population demographics and can align the glide path accordingly



• More governance and oversight for asset classes /asset allocations if custom TDFs are separate accounts



• Builds on current funds and managers, reducing fiduciary oversight for TDFs (the underlying funds are already being monitored)



• Need to monitor rebalancing



• Removes an underlying fund if it doesn’t meet objectives • Adds additional asset classes/funds when appropriate • Aligns glide-path with demographics • Easily provides decumulation funds within the plan and keeps plan assets under your purview.



• Need to monitor underlying managers and funds • Need to re-evaluate the glide-path periodically • Need to re-run the asset allocation when Capital Market Assumptions change • Need to revisit glide path construction periodically • Need to insure that you have the capabilities to implement a custom fund



• Can incorporate lifetime income investment vehicle at an age-appropriate time



Assess your ability to design, maintain and update a custom TDF. Additional considerations: □□ Outsourcing to money manager or investment consultant □□ Fees of proprietary funds versus custom approach □□ Developing Capital Market Assumptions and periodic updates □□ TDF communication □□ Additional information for custom TDF for fee disclosure



6. Develop effective employee communication Review your provider’s communication materials including portal support and fact sheets. Ensure they accurately represent the funds they describe, and enable participants to make informed decisions, including: □□ Discussion of the glide-path strategy □□ Asset allocation over time and how it changes □□ Rebalancing provisions □□ Fees and expenses □□ Underlying asset classes and diversification □□ Risks inherent in the TDFs □□ The fact that TDFs can lose money
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7. Comply with fee disclosure Review the fee disclosure notices to be sure they comply with the current regulations. For plans offering customized TDFs, commingled funds, or multi-manager TFD’s, fee disclosure will probably become your responsibility and require more involved work in calculating the annual operating expenses, the turnover characteristics, and the risks involved. For example, it may be necessary to obtain the fees for each of the component underlying funds, the rebalancing time-frames, and weigh these for an average annual fee. You must also disclose the turnover characteristics of each fund and associated risks.



8. Use available resources to review and evaluate TDFs To appropriately benchmark your TDFs: □□ Determine what index or composite index to use and who provides it • Vendor • Consultant • Custom index □□ Create a comparative universe to review your TDF series using: • Morningstar or Lipper peer groups • Custom peer-group universe • Custom passive index weighted in same proportion of assets as in TDF • TDF indexes. Dow Jones, mutual fund index □□ If you select an active TDF series periodically compare to an index version □□ Benchmark the fees periodically □□ Understand the inherent biases in prepackaged funds □□ Understand the performance attribution for: • Asset allocation • Underlying fund performance



9. Incorporate procedures in IPS If you already have selection, monitoring, and termination procedures for plan fund options/managers in your Investment Policy Statement, just add a reference that these procedures also apply to TDFs. But with increased DOL scrutiny on TDFs you might want to carve out a special section to illustrate due diligence, identifying: □□ Fiduciaries involved in selecting and monitoring the TDFs □□ Plan evaluation criteria for the selection and review processes □□ Timing of the periodic due diligence □□ Benchmarking □□ Fee policy



10. Document Whether making the initial TDF selection or conducting periodic reviews, best practice is to document the process and decisions/actions to be taken. Acknowledge the initial selection process in the meeting minutes and include: • All factors considered (Item #1) • Competing strategies and funds considered and reasons for not selecting them • Reasons for selecting the TDF series On an on-going basis, document the analysis and action items in the meeting minutes referring to procedures and supporting reports. Note that a review took place, outline the issues discussed, and acknowledge in writing the actions to be taken.
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About the author Martha Spano is a Principal and Senior Investment Consultant in Buck Global Investment Advisors. Martha is responsible for all aspects of investment consulting including governance, investments, manager structure and selection, and performance monitoring. Martha has over 25 years of experience working with and writing about issues regarding defined contribution plans. She has a undergraduate degree in Criminal Justice from California State University, Long Beach, two Masters degrees, one in Public Administration from California State University, Long Beach and one in Dispute Resolution, Straus Institute of Law, Pepperdine University. She is also a Certified Board Source Governance Trainer. To find out more, contact: 1 866.355.6647 or [email protected] About Buck Consultants at Xerox Within Xerox, Buck is the consulting strength of the Human Resource Services (HRS) division. Buck offers advisory, technology, and administration solutions to help you effectively manage your programs while engaging your employees in their health, wealth, and career. By integrating our HR consulting know-how with HRS’ core services, we can offer additional innovative and customized solutions to help you overcome your HR challenges. Together, we can ensure you have the right people in the right positions at the right time to save money and achieve your business goals. Learn more at www.xerox.com/hrconsulting. Since the invention of Xerography more than 75 years ago, the people of Xerox have helped businesses simplify the way work gets done. Today, we are the global leader in business process and document management, helping organizations of any size be more efficient so they can focus on their real business. Headquartered in Norwalk, Conn., [remove United States,] more than 140,000 Xerox employees serve clients in 180 countries, providing business services, printing equipment and software for commercial and government organizations. Learn more at www.xerox.com.
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